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"Everything I Want is Here!":
The Dakota Farmers Rural
Ideal, 1884-1934
PAULA M . NELSON

In 1881, at the peak of the Great Dakota Boom, James Baynes
founded an agricultural paper, the Dakota Farmer, at Alexandria in
southern Dakota Territory. It must have seemed like a wise thing
to do. All throughout the plains, but especially in Dakota, the farmer's frontier was on the move in seeming fulfillment of the pioneer's
oft-stated goal of subduing the wilderness while getting rich in the
process.^ All across the Northwest, new agricultural papers sprang
up. Notait survived the ups and downs of American agriculture over
the next decades. The Dafcoia f^armer did; in fact, it flourished. During the terrible days of the Great Depression and Dust Bowl of the
1930s, when advertising was nil and the staff minimal, the Dakota
Farmer had its largest number of subscribers, over ninety-six
thousand.^
What allowed this farm paper to succeed where others failed? The
answer lies largely in the personnel who staffed it over the years
1. The Great Dakota Boom attracted thousands of eager homesteaders to the region
between 1878 and 1887. In 1870, the population of all Dakota was 12,887. By 1890, the
population of North Dakota stood at 191/)00, and that of South Dakota at 328,80a
For more information on the Dakota boom, see Elwyn B. Robinson, History of North
Dakota (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1966), pp. 133-73, and Herbert S. Schell,
History of South Dakota, 3d ed., rev. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1975),
pp. 158-88.
2. James F. Evans and Rodolfo N. Salcedo, Communications in Agriculture: The
American Farm Press (Ames: Iowa State University Press, 1974), pp. 3-5; Dakota Farmer,
23 Dec. 1933, front page. Allen told his readers that the paper had 96/Í10 subscribers,
93,248 of them in the Dakotas.
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and the message it conveyed to its readers. The personnel included
a twenty-six-year-old Illinois man, William F T. Bushnell, who joined
the paper as a partner in 1883 after its move to Huron in southern
Dakota Territory and who became its sole proprietor in 1885. Until
his untimely death in 1900, Bushnell was the Dakota Farmer. After
his death, the mantle passed to his close friend, Millard F. Greeley.
Greeley, who farmed near Gary, South Dakota, had written a column on sheep, as well as editorial commentary on rural life and
values, for several years. Greeley edited the paper until 1910, when
he became an associate editor, a position he held until his retirement in 1921. In 1902, William C Allen joined the Dakota Farmer
as "pressman," or mechanical engineer; within a few short years,
he had become a director, manager, editor, and publisher. Allen,
like Bushnell, would dominate the Farmer, becoming its voice in the
trying days of the 1920s and 1930s.
The Greeley/Allen team made the Dakota Farmer a force in the
Northern Great Plains. They took Bushnell's concept of a "farmer's
paper," which he had just begun to develop at the time of his death,
and made it the cornerstone of their operation. The "farmer's
paper" had a reader orientation rather than the subject-matter orientation that traditional farm papers had. To these men, the distinction was important. A farmer's paper was practical, not theoretical.
It did not brag of the professors on its staff but of the first-hand
dirt-farmer experiences that came to life on its pages. A farmer's
paper was personal, immediate, and of interest to every member
of the family; it aspired, in fact, to öe a member of the family. On
occasion, editor Allen wrote to readers about the farmer's business
workings under the title "A Message from Home." All of the staff
freely used the phrase "the Dakota Farmer family."^ Although we,
in our time, have become inured to patently commercial appeals
to family values, the Dakota farmer theory of a farming "family" was
different and real.

3. The silver anniversary issue of the Dakota Farmer, 1 )an. 1906, pp. 3-6, explains
the history and philosophy of the paper, as does a lengthy piece by W. C. Allen entitled, "Why is The Dakota Farmerh Facts in Reference to Dakota's Home Farm Paper,"
in the 1 Dec. 1909 edition, pp. 24-27 See also another Allen piece in the 15 Dec. 1912
issue, pp. 1122-23. Allen wrote such articles throughout his career. Bushnell used the
term "farmer's paper" in 1900. See the issue of 1 May 1900, p. 8, for example. Allen
used the phrase consistently and explained the concept in the 15 Jan. 1913 edition,
p. 83, as well as the 6 Aug. 1932 paper, p. 39S, and the front page of the 29 Oct. 1932
issue. The "Message from Home" appeared on 15 July 1909, p. 9. In June 1918, the
paper began to distribute buttons to subscribers to identify them as members of
the Dakota Farmer family (see 15 June issue).
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Bushneil, Creeley, and Allen all confronted difficult and troubling
issues during their days in the editor's chair. Each editor decided
how to address the reality of the unpredictable plains environment
in which his readers worked. Each came to terms with the forces
leading to "modernization" and the destruction of traditional rural
patterns of work and culture. Each also addressed the fundamental forces in American life then transforming the United States into
an urban and industrial nation that accorded rural people lower
status and less respect. The message that these editors gave to their
subscribers was remarkably consistent over time: While they lived
in a land that made farming more difficult, people with a wise
"system" could triumph over the environment and live comfortably;
modern, progressive farmers who practiced diversified, adapted
agriculture could enjoy an egalitarian family life, maintain pride in
tlieir fundamental role as agricultural producers, and further the
best features of rural culture in the face of social change. Because
they were Dakotans, the editors exhorted them, they had the
strength and resiliency to build something out of nothing and to
fight any enemy and win, whether it be nature or anonymous social
forces.
This consistent vision of rural life in Dakota did not begin with
the first publication of the Dakota Farmer but developed after the
first trial of drought and hard times. In the beginning, W. F. T.
Bushneil was an extravagant booster. The drought years of the late
1880s and the early 1890s converted him into a wise counselor who
propagated the adaptation of agricultural knowledge and the faith
that hard work and the proper attitude would bring the Dakotas
to the forefront. His message was tempered with a hard dose of
reality.
The Farmer's initial attitude of unqualified boosterism was reflected in editorials and in exchange pieces (items taken from other
papers) chosen for publication in the paper's columns. In April 1884,
for example, Bushnell published a visionary piece entitled "Dakota
in 1890," copied from an unidentified exchange, "But where is the
country whose riches have been able to offer the stable inducements and the lasting benefits which our own Dakota offers
to the pilgrim who would seek a new home?" the author asked. "The
impulse that would seize the easterner and cause him to leave his
friends and all the ties and associations that make home dear and
voluntarily seek the climes of Dakota has been a wonder and an
amazement to many. But it is not phenomenal nor even marvelous.
When we come to reason about it and note the advantages offered
here, and then think of the vicissitudes and discomforts that the
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early pioneer of our earlier States were subject to, the only wonder
is that Dakota has not been overpopulated." The piece went on to
forecast a population of two million by the year 1890, along with
"the most perfect system of railroads in the world," flourishing cities,
and two senators and twenty representatives in Congress to do the
region's bidding.^
The population of the Dakotas in 1890 was only 519,808. The Great
Dakota Boom had ebbed. By 1889, the year of statehood for North
and South Dakota, drought parched the crops and dessicated the
spirits of the pioneers. Several counties in the rich James River Valley
reported average wheat yields that year of one bushel per acre. In
1890, the governor of South Dakota solicited relief money, food, and
agricultural supplies for his citizens from more prosperous midwestem states. In North Dakota, the population had grown from 37,000
in 1880 to 152,000 in 1885, but growth slowed sharply after 1885. Many
of the largest towns and counties actually lost population between
1885 and 1890. Fargo, for example, lost 1/30 people, twenty-three percent of its 1885 population. Over one thousand people migrated
from Burleigh County, a loss of twenty percent. Cass and Grand
Forks counties remained well populated at over eighteen thousand
residents each but still experienced losses of six and ten percent
respectively. According to the state and federal census records of
the time, the most populated counties of northern Dakota lost ten
and a half percent of their people between 1885 and 1890.^
When the boom collapsed in the late 1880s, Bushneil came to
terms with the situation by devising a solution for the problems of
climate; the irrigation of Dakota lands from the artesian basins under
the lames River Valley. He began a regular irrigation feature in the
farmer and solicited written submissions from farmers in dry states
such as Colorado. He also asked Dakotans who experimented with
artesian wells to share their results. When such contributions were
negative, he urged further efforts and admonished those who failed
to try irrigation again.^ As hopes rose and fell according to the
weather in the last decade of the century, Bushneil also began to
rail at the "blockheads who always toil at the rear end of any profession."^ He visited successful farmers, reporting on their wealth
4. Dakota Farmer, Apr. 1884, pp. 3-4.
5. Schell, History of South Dakota, pp. 3A3-4A;Roh\n&on, History of North Dakota,
p. 153.
6. Dakota Farmer, 1 June 1890, p. 9,1 Nov. 1890, p. 8,1 Oct. 1891, p. 8, 1 June 1893,
p. 8, 15 Jan. 1894, p. 8, 1 Jan. 1895, p. 9. Bushneil also created two special irrigation
editions on 1 May 1891 and 1 Nov. 1895. Schell, History of South Dakota, pp. 344-45,
briefly explains the history of the irrigation movement.
7. Dakota Farmer, 1 June 1898, p. 8.
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and substance, and devoted an entire issue to detailed accounts of
their agricultural techniques.** In soliciting their contributions,
Bushnell wrote, "The writer believes that in every neighborhood
in the Dakotas there is at least one farmer who has succeeded at
farming and is fully satisfied with the country and its future promises. . . . It has been an easy matter in the past to obtain the discouraging reports of the less fortunate neighbors and publish them
broad-cast to the detriment of the entire country." Bushnell noted
that the Dakota Farmer might be more popular if it subscribed to
the majority view of the Dakotas as a sham and a failure but concluded, "Our constant aim has been to get at the experience of the
successful farmer and publish the report of his methods that his
neighbors might profit thereby."^
In December 1893, after a dry and discouraging year, Bushnell's
vision of a "farmer's paper" continued to evolve. "The Farmer has
great faith in the agricultural possibilities of the Dakotas. Dry seasons have blasted many a hope and yielded many a harvest of discouragement. But through it all the Farmer has felt that when we
get better acquainted with Nature as she appears to us here, and
understand her more perfectly, so that we can work more in harmony with her our work will yield more satisfactory returns. . .. The
Farmer believes it has a special mission to assist in this work."'"
Bushnell urged his readers to love their land and their work truly
and to share their insights. He requested full reports of successes
and failures for the columns of the farmer. His invitation emphasized
the deep relationship that he wanted Dakota farmers to have with
their land. "We expect to receive a good lot of fresh practical reports
from plow handle farmers," he wrote; "we mean farmers who love
the business they are engaged in, and who are in it to stay; who
love Dakota sod and who almost worship Dakota's conditions; who
can see a bright side in the darkest cloud, but who believe that there
are comparatively few dark clouds in the Dakotas. Men of faith, hope
and charity."" Through hard work, proper mind set, adapted crops,
diversified farming, and irrigation, he argued, "the Garden of Eden
will . . . be reclaimed."^^
The Dakota Farmer began publication at a time of major change
in the place of agriculture in American life. The industrialization
process, which had begun before the Civil War, reached maturity
a Ibid., 15 May 1898, p. 8, 15 Feb. 1894, p. 8.
9. Ibid., 15 Dec. 1893, p. 8.
10. Ibid., 1 Dec. 1893, p. a
11. Ibid., 1 Dec. 1896, p. 8.
12. Ibid., 15 June 1900, p. a
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in the postwar period and led to tremendous growth in industry,
the useof technology, and the population of the cities. In 1865, most
Americans were small property owners; the majority were independent farmers. By 1900, most Americans had no attachment to the land
and worked for others. Although census figures indicate that city
people did not become a majority of the population until 1920, the
trend toward urban dominance was clear much earlier In the
decade of the 1880s, for example, eighty-eight cities doubled in population. Chicago in 1880 had approximately half a million residents;
in 1890 it had grown to over a million.
Along with the rise of industry, technology, and the city came
economic changes that reduced the power of the individual farmer
to control his own destiny. The technological revolution brought
new machinery that easecl the farm workload and allowed extensive cultivation of cash crops for a world market. Cash crops tied
farm families into national and international economic swings. Unfortunately for rural people, the post-Civil War period brought
several sharp economic down-turns that adversely affected farm
prices. In 1881, a farm family received $1.19 a bushel for wheat; by
1894, a bushel of wheat brought only $.49. Corn and other agricultural commodities experienced similar declines. Prices of nonagricultural goods also fell during this time, but agricultural prices fell
faster and farther, leaving farm families in a state of relative poverty
and unhappy over the decline. Agricultural debt began to increase
as farm families borrowed money to mechanize their operations or
to build new farms in the expanding frontiers of the Great Plains
and the West. Farm tenancy grew as families were unable to repay
loans and lost their property or were unable to purchase land in
the first place. In a nation where the pride of landownership had
been an enduring value, over one third of all farmers were tenants
in 1900. While problems on the farm stemmed from overproduction of agricultural commodities, depressed prices, and a variety
of factors that led to increased costs for credit, railroad transportation, farm implements, and other necessary agricultural supplies,
farmers targeted urban big business as the sole source of their suffering and reacted angrily to what they saw as the triumph of
business monopolists.'^
On the cultural level, a sense of anxiety and dislocation began
to grow among farming people. American farm families came from
13. Carl N. Degler, The Age of the Economic Revolution, 1876-1900, 2d ed. (Glenview, III.: Scott, Foresman & Co., 1977), pp. 1-3, 66-70; Paul W. Glad, McKinley, Bryan,
and the People (Philadelphia: !. B. Lippincott Co., 1964), pp. 32-50.
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Believing that success in farming came through hard work and
ingenuity, William f. T. Bushnell molded the Dakota Farmer into a
forum for the exchange of practical information.
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a variety of backgrounds; many were recent European immigrants.
Their incomes, religions, political beliefs, social conditions, and ways
of life varied. Regardless of their diversity, however, in the late nineteenth century all rural people appeared to lag behind in the modernization process sweeping the rest of the nation. Urban life was
In the ascendancy. Along with urbanization came new standards
and values at every level of American society Eor the family, the
changes included an increased emphasis on individual happiness
and autonomy for all members, which undermined the power of
the patriarch. In the life of the mind, modernization created an emphasis on innovation, experimentation, planning, knowledge, education, open-mindedness, flexibility, and a broad view of issues that
transcended the familial and local. Earm life, which had been centered on the patriarchal family, the neighborhood, and the traditions, customs, and folkways of centuries of rural history, did change
in response to modernization but not as quickly or as dramatically
as urban life did, and some farm families did not change at all.
Becauseof the relative slowness of rural change, urban people and
the intellectual and political leadership of the country were convinced that farm families were backward and in need of reform.
Rural people, for their part, acknowledged their belief in urban
superiority in three ways: demographically, by moving to the city

The Dakota Farmer sought to help farm families retain some
control over their destinies in the face of the economic and
cultural changes that came with modernization.
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en masse; psychologically, by developing a pronounced status anxiety; and sociologically, by organizing their own efforts to reform
rural life.'-*
Bushneil appeared to accept many of the tenets of the modernization thesis. As editor of the Dakota Farmer, he had to reach an
audience that was in one sense diverse, yet was, as a group, in
decline vis à vis the changing standards and values of urban society and angry over its growing economic displacement. He succeeded
in communicating with his readers by tying the modern to the traditional, advocating progressive, diversified modern agriculture in a
practical package while also endorsing traditional rural values of
independence and thrift. Using strong, descriptive language, he attacked "backward" agriculture and often compared good farmers
with poor farmers as a teaching tool. "Success in any vocation that
men follow almost always throws out some visible sign," he wrote.
"When we see clean, well tilled fields, thrifty stock, good fences,
houses and barns painted and in good repair; we can say pretty safely that it is the home of a prosperous man." On the other hand,
he noted, "neglected fields and fences, poor stock and shabby buildings—is the equally sure sign of the improvident farmer."'-'^ In another editorial, Bushnell pondered "the slow man" in the neighborhood, a person he described as "a thing that started a little late
in life, and never yet caught up to its place in the procession. . . . he
is behind time in his work constantly. . . . Mr. Behind Times faces
failure because he commenced today what should have been completed yesterday He keeps the slow jog up through life and only
occasionally catches a glimpse of the back platform of the train of
prosperity as it sweeps around some distant
14. David Danbom, The Resisted Revolution: Urban America and the Industrialization of Agriculture. 1900-1930 (Ames: Iowa State University Press, 1979), pp. 3-22. Danbom is one historian who contends that farm families were tradition-bound. Roderick
Cameron, Pioneer Days in Kansas: A Homesteader's Narrative of Early Settlement and
Farm Development on the High Plains Country of Northwest Kansas (BeWeviWe. Kans.:
Cameron Book Co., 1951), pp. xiii-xviii, also describes his pioneer neighbors in Kansas as traditional and suspicious of change. Other writers argue that farmers were
a diverse lot, with many being quite progressive. See Sally McMurry, Families and
Farmhouses in Nineteenth-Century America: Vernacular Design and Social Change
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1988), pp. 56-59, 82n.4. Steven Mintz and Susan
Kellogg, Domestic Revolutions: A Social History of American Family Life (New York:
Free Press, 1988), pp. 43-65,113-31, explain the rise of the "democratic" family. William
L. Bowers, The Country Life Movement in America, 1900-1920 (Port Washington, N.Y.:
Kennikat Press, 1974), pp. 7-30, discusses the rural crisis and the development of a
reform movement to combat it.
15. Dakota Farmer, 15 Apr. 1892, p, 8.
16. Ibid., 15 Sept. 1898, p. 8.
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This rural residence would undoubtedly have met editor Bufihnell's
criteria as the home of a progressive, prosperous farmer.

Bushnell also urged his readers to modernize family relationships
and work patterns. In the early 1880s, the Dakota Farmer often included fictional morality tales in its columns. The overwork of farm
women by unthinking husbands was a frequent subject. In these
tales, the husbands had modern machinery, new outbuildings,
blooded stock, and all the other trappings of agricultural success.
The wives, however, toiled away without hired help or household
conveniences, in one story, the wife educated the husband by refusing to cook his favorite foods in the name of the rigorous economy
that he required of her. Thus educated, her husband bought a new
stove, an efficient light-weight churn, and an innovative buttermaking utensil. He purchased sleds and skates for their sons, as
well. In another story, a woman barely survived a terrible illness
brought on by overwork before her husband recognized the unfairness of her work load.^'' After the Dakota Farmer discarded its
fiction section, Bushnell occasionally commented editorially about
the need to recognize the labor of women and children and give
17. Ibid,, Sept. 1884, pp. 1-2, Oct. 1884, pp, 1-4.
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them some respite from it. He noted that too often "there is a great
tendency to make farm life slave life."^*^
Bushnell also tried to point the way out of economic turmoil.
Although his involvement proved to be short-lived, he initially believed that organization, and specifically the National Farmers' Alliance, was the long-term solution to problems of the farmer's
economic place. In July 1884, the editorial page aligned itself with
the ideology of the alliance. "The Farmer is essentially a farmer's
paper," the editor wrote, "not only in the matter of providing agricultural reading, but also in being ever ready to advocate the rights
of the farmer and workman against those monopolies which are
truly the enemy of all their truest interests
They are the 'Hessians' of the nineteenth century."'» In this statement, Bushnell
equated farmers with the righteous yeomanry at the heart of the
American Revolution and the "monopoly power" with the Hessian
mercenaries who had fought for the British political monopoly. Later
thatyear, the editor urged farmers to organize in order to solve the
problems they confronted. "The weakness of the farming community," he argued, "is its lack of unity. . . . No class of industry is so completely at the mercy of the sharks."^" In December 1884, Bushnell
was one of three men who issued a call for a convention to form
a territorial Farmers' Alliance organization. When the delegates met,
they chose Bushnell as their secretary, and the Dakota Farmer
became the official paper of the Dakota Farmers' Alliance. For the
next three years, alliance news received prominent place in the
paper as the editor greeted the organization of local alliances with
enthusiasm. /According to the Dakota Farmer, the organization hoped
"in the near future to control the monopolists who have preyed on
the farmer."^'
The close relationship between the Dakota Farmers' Alliance and
the Farmer lasted until December 1887, when alliance president
Henry L. Loucks claimed that Bushnell was refusing to print official
alliance documents. He prevented Bushnell from speaking in his
own defense on the floor of the alliance convention, where delegates voted to drop the Dakota Farmer as their official paper. The
rift had developed over the alliance's angry written attack on a rival
group. In Bushnell's view, the submitted piece had not been official
business but "a conglomeration of personal spleen." His lawyer had
informed him that the Dakota Farmer would be liable for damages
18.
19.
20.
21.

Ibid,,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,

1 Nov. 1893, p. a
July 1884, p. 8.
Nov. 1884, p. 7.
Feb. 1885, p. 4.
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should he print the article, so he had refused. According to Bushnell,
it was the only item received from the alliance that he had not
printed.^2 His explanation, however, did not appease the angry followers of Loucks, who now apparently classed the Dakota Farmer
editor as one with the money power.
Bushnell turned on the alliance leadership at this juncture,
although he continued to pledge his support for the alliance concept. In stinging editorials, Bushnell decried the "political agriculturalist" who "agitates his own town or county, vividly portrays the
wrongs of his class, [yet] neglects his own home and his farm."^^
For Bushnell and those who wrote in to support him, "political
agriculturalists" were too willing to abrogate personal responsibility in favor of casting blame. From December 1887 on, the Dakota
farmer editor gravitated away from political solutions to agricultural
problems but continued to use the heated antimonopoly rhetoric
of the day. The columns of the Farmer began to emphasize the power
of the individual to shape his or her own destiny through hard work,
proper techniques, and attention to detail. Becoming largely
apolitical and remaining that way through the rest of its first fifty
years, the paper and its editors decried attachment to party and advocated instead that farmers vote the candidate and their own interests. Partisan political news never again graced the Dakota
Farmer's pages.^"*
During the Bushnell era, the Dakota Farmer became a paper of
substance and influence. It emphasized practical experience and
depended upon its readers to contribute pieces on all facets of farm
and household work. It was Bushnell, a few years before his death,
who began to describe the Farmer as a "farmer's paper" in order
to distinguish it from the more theoretical journals available to farm
families. During his years as owner of the Dakota Farmer, Bushnell
expanded and enlarged the paper and, in the dark days of drought
and despair in 1890, began to publish it on a semimonthly rather
than monthly basis, a sign of his faith in the future of Dakota. In
22. Ibid., lan. 1888, p. a
23. Ibid., luly 1889, p. 13.
24. During the 1920s, the Farmer editors supported the McNary/Haugen Bill for farm
price aid and also endorsed the Federal Farm Board during the Hoover years, but
they did not do so as partisan political advocates but as spokesmen for an impartial,
apolitical farmer's voice that transcended party. When W. C Allen ran for governor
of South Dakota on the Republican ticket in 1934, he made no mention of his campaign or his loss to Tom Berry in the Dakota /^armer columns. For examples of farmpolicy editorials, see Dakota Farmer, 15 Feb. 1926, p. 207,15 |uly 1926, p. 684, and 15
Aug. 1929, pp. 812-14.
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In 1893, Bushnell moved his paper to Aberdeen in order to better serve the
North Dakota members of the "Dakota Farmer family." The office (above) was
photographed in about 1900; the print shop scene (below) was recorded in 1913.
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1893, he moved the paper to Aberdeen, South Dakota, believing it
to be a better location for serving North Dakota readers, and he
began plans fora large new building. For years, the publication lost
money; in the depression years of the early 1890s, only unspecified
"outside sources" of income kept the Farmer afloat. During hard
times, Bushnell often extended subscriptions on credit. At one time,
readers owed several thousands of dollars in past-due subscription
money (the Dakota Farmer cost only one dollar a year). What kept
him going was the conviction that his work was vital to the success
of Dakota agriculture.^^
In January 1900, in the last anniversary note he was to write,
Bushnell celebrated the start of the twentieth year of publication
and some new-found prosperity that had come to the Dakota Farmer
"because the farmers have believed in it and given it the substantial endorsement which it has received." He, in turn, believed in
the farmers: "The farms of the Dakotas have been [my] pride—the
pioneers of these prairies are [my] heroes." His conclusion stands
as an emblem of his faith and of his paper's appeal. "By keeping
everlastingly at it," he wrote, "[Dakotans] are now far in advance
as a people, and by reviewing past experiences they will one day
realize their greatest desires."^*^ In August 1900, Bushnell traveled
with his family to Colorado Springs to vacation and attend a national
convention of farmers. He became ill with "cholera morbus," which
led to a perforated bowel. Too weak to submit to potentially lifesaving surgery, Bushnell died on 25 August 1900. He was forty-two
years old.^^
The men who took over the Dakota Farmer in 1900 after Bushnell's
sudden death confronted circumstances in Dakota similar to those
that Bushnell had faced throughout his career. The issues of climate
and the economic potential of the Dakotas were again in the forefront as a new land boom in the western portion of both states attracted thousands of new settlers to the region. The early years of
the century were unusually wet across the Dakotas, and railroad
construction as well as government lotteries of Indian reservation
lands lured the hopeful to the last frontier. Advocates of "dryfarming" techniques aided the rush with the promise that they held
the key to agricultural success on the Great Plains. The failure of
this last frontier movement a decade later, as drought dried the crops
25. Ibid., 1 Jan. 1890, p. 8, 15 Oct. 1893, p. 8, 15 Dec. 1899, p. 8, 1 )an. 1895, p. 8, 1
June 1897, p. 8, 1 )an. 1906, pp. 4-5.
2a Ibid., 1 lan. 1900, p. 8.
27. Aberdeen Daily News, 25, 27, 28, 30 Aug. 1900.
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and the hopes of latter-day pioneers, created a second chapter in
the long history of agricultural boom and bust in the Dakotas,^^
Periodic drought continued to afflict the Farmer's circulation area
as the twentieth century progressed. Economic turmoil continued,
as well. World War I created huge markets for Dakota products, and
land values soared. The agricultural depression that began in 1920
as markets contracted and land values fell, destroyed many farm
families. The effects of that devastating downturn still lingered when
the entire nation plummeted to the economic depths in the 1930s,
Editors Greeley and Allen had to respond to the heightened expectations and the crushing disappointments, just as Bushnell had done
a generation before.
The editors also had to confront the troubling changes in American culture that accelerated during this period and pushed rural
people even closer to the margins. Twentieth-century farm families
recognized that their entire way of life was under attack by the values
of the modern, urban age. This sense of losing ground, the feeling
that farm life was no longer a good life, became especially pronounced in the post-World War I period. The rise of radio and film,
then the triumph of the automobile made American culture markedly different from what it had been before. Open hostility towards
the "rubes," "hicks," and "hayseeds" of the countryside became
common. Describing the conflict of urban and rural cultures after
World War I, james Shideler noted that while rural values included
tradition, individuality, morality, hard work, thrift, and self-denial.
2a For a discussion of the boom in western South Dakota, see Paula M. Nelson,
Añer the West Was Won: Homesteaders and Town-Builders in Western South Dakota,
7900-79J7{lowaCity: University of Iowa Press, 1986). Dry-farming was the name given
to the efforts to conduct unirrigated agriculture in semiarid regions. Hardy Webster
Campbell, a farmer in Brown County in southern Dakota Territory, developed and
publicized the techniques that came to be known as dry-farming. To Campbell and
other dry-farming advocates, it seemed as if a way had been discovered to triumph
over contentious nature on the plains, and the faithful promoted the method with
religious fervor. Campbell had the basic concept right—that farmers had to consei^/e
moisture to succeed. Early methods, however, were actually counterproductive. Campbell's deep plowing and loose surface mulch led to wind erosion in dry years. Over
time, the agricultural experiment stations in the plains states developed more effective techniques, including minimal tillage, summer fallow, trashy fallow, and droughtresistant crops. Scientific agriculturalists believed that Campbell and other dry-farming
advocates were mere promoters, tools of the railroads and land companies eager
to settle the plains no matter the cost to settlers. See Mary Wilma M. Hargreaves,
Dry Farming in the Northern Great Plains, 1900-1925 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1957), pp. 1, 85-93, 537-47; Dakota Farmer, 1 Sept. 1907, p. 1, 15 Nov. 1909,
pp, 20-21,15 July 1910, p, 12; and Carl F. Kraenzel, The Creat Plains in Transition (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1955), pp. 308-16.
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Editor Millard E Creeley, surrounded by his staff, appeared on the
cover of the Dakota Farmer's twenty-fiñh anniversary edition.
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the rising urban value system embraced "innovation, experiment,
and creativity." The city was "fluid, profane, impersonal, and permissive." The definition of the good things in life for the majority
of Americans changed. For rural people, the good things had always
been "food, clothing, shelter, serene security, independence, and
righteousness." With the rise of modern urban culture, the good
things became "the command of mechanical power, style, variety,
mobility, novelty, and things." As Shideler points out, the urban
"good things" all had to be purchased; money, not character,
became the dominant value. In the years between 1900 and 1934,
rural people flooded out of the countryside to join the brave new
urban world. Shideler quotes Peter Finley Dunne's famous Mr.
Dooley series to explain the exodus. Dooley and his rural friend
Hogan chatted about the changing world, with Hogan maintaining
that people "ought to live where all th' good things iv life comes
f r'm." Dooley, the city man, replied: "No, th' place to live in is where
all th' good things iv life goes to."^^
Millard F. Greeley took the editor's chair upon Bushnell's death
in 1900 and was the first to cope with twentieth-century climatic
crises. Although Greeley promoted the acquisition of small farms
as a way for the masses to gain independence, he did not promote
a new land boom. The Dakota farmer maintained the optimistic but
responsible position Bushnell had developed after the failure of the
Great Dakota Boom in 1889. Greeley discounted the popular theory
that the rain belt had moved permanently west (a faith plains residents frequently held that cultivation of the land and the planting
of trees had changed the climate) and instead advocated a heavy
emphasis on stock raising for those who did venture into western
Dakota lands. Gaution was the watchword. "Plan for the dry years,
as well as wet," Greeley wrote, "and . . . go slow."^" When west river
advocates wrote in to complain about the Farmer's lukewarm endorsement of their section, Greeley replied, "A country where cactus is perfectly at home cannot be farmed just the same as where
clover grows. . . . [T]he poor man who thinks it can be, has something to learn and we are only interested in making the lesson cost
him as little as possible."^' For the next thirty years, the Dakota

29. James H. Shideler, "Flappers and Philosophers, and Farmers: Rural-Urban Tensions of the Twenties," in The Great Plains Experience: Readings in the History of
a Region, ed. lames E. Wright and Sarah Z. Rosenberg (Lincoln: University of MidAmerica, 1978), pp. 339-40.
30. Dakota Farmer, 15 July 1906, p. 10.
31. Ibid., 15 Aug. 1906, pp. 3-4.
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farmer editorial page carried occasional reminders of the boom and
bust cycles of Dakota history, always under the heading "Lest We
Notwithstanding his cautious reminders, Greeley maintained the
belief that someday, with the proper agricultural techniques, the
western Dakotas would "carry a fair, and in some places a very heavy
and prosperous people."-''^ As part of its efforts to be a practical
farmer's paper, the Dakota Farmer carried detailed accounts of the
successes and failures of dry-farming, announced new techniques
as farmers and experts devised them, and offered sound, cautionary
advice to new and experienced farmers alike. Creeley believed that
while dry-farming could not "reverse the laws of nature," it might,
afteryears of experimentation, be a successful system. When these
techniques were applied, he wrote, "much, though not all of our
western country, is going to show encouraging results."^''
When William C. Allen became the editor in 1910, a terrible
drought year in the western Dakotas, he adopted a more boosterish
tone. Although he did not make extravagant claims about the
Dakotas as a new Carden of Eden, he did celebrate the land and
its resources and, most of all, the commitment of the valiant people who resided there. He worked to create pride in what was and
in what could be. Eor the next twenty-nine years, Allen promoted
the Dakota spirit of optimism, confidence, and "never say die." He
believed that attitude was everything, that while the Dakotas were
confronted with problems, they could be conquered by the hardy
folk in his audience. Their spirit, he wrote, was the kind "that makes
a people great." He argued that the resources of the northern plains
were sufficient to make the region "the wealthiest of empires"; the
character of the people would make it so.^^ In Eebruary 1912 as the
western Dakota land boom fizzled and died, Allen adopted a new
appellation for the region—the Dakota Farmer Empire—and used
it until his death in 1939. Allen constantly reminded his readers of
the progress that they had made since the Creat Dakota Boom of
the 1870s and 1880s. Occasionally, the cover of the Farmer juxtaposed
pictures of the spare sod home of pioneer days with the comfortable tree-shaded farm of the present. Other times, the lesson was
taught in vivid prose. The message was clear—Dakotans have done
much and should be proud, but the best is yet to be. To Allen, the
32.
33.
34.
35.

Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,

15 July 1906, p. 11, 15 luly 1909, p.
15 Feb. 1910, p. 16.
15 July 1910, p. 12.
15 Nov. 1911, p. 117a
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resources were there to be tapped; the right people with the right
system could conquer all.^^
While the proper farming system was important to the success
that the Dakota Farmer editors envisioned, their use of the terms
"system" or "method" did not imply that the paper espoused one
sure-fire plan for agricultural success. Instead, the editors encouraged farmers to study their own land carefully, learning its capabilities, and then devise a systematic routine for its care. What worked

Working his way
up from pressman to
editor and publisher, William
C. Allen spent nearly
forty years with the
Dakota Farmer.

S Î
on one farm might not work on another; therefore, farmers had to
be experimental, well-read, and open-minded. The emphasis in the
Dakota Farmer continued to be modern, progressive farming techniques, diversified agriculture, and a happy, balanced partnership
within the farm home. The editors believed that those who followed
such scientific, as opposed to traditional, ways had the greatest
chance of success.
36. I bid., 15 Feb. 1912, p. 202. See the covers of the 1 Mar. 1918 and 1 Feb. 1907 issues.
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fven the advertisements in the Dakota Farmer echoed the
editor's belief in modern, progressive farming techniques.

An ongoing feature in the Dakota farmer during 1911 and 1912 illustrated the editors' commitment to teaching proper work skills,
attitudes, adapted crop techniques, and diversification. The series
was entitled "Dakota Farmer Diary" and included a daily diary entry (which was structured as a family conversation) from each of two
farm families, the Does Things and the Lucks. The families were
neighbors, and as the series progressed, the Luck family learned
by observing the techniques and the attitudes of the Does Things
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family. The tone in each piece was didactic. For example, in one entry, Mrs. Does Things asked her husband to purchase oyster shells,
a source of calcium, to feed to the hens to improve the quality of
the egg shells. She went on to explain why: "A hen is just like a man
or woman, they can't make something out of nothing. If we get eggs
we must furnish the hens, which are the machines, the material from
which to make them." In the Luck family, Mr. Luck always wanted
to do the wrong things, and the family had already lost its oldest
son to town living becauseof the unfortunate circumstances of their
farm life. Mrs. Luck and the remaining son and daughter seemed
eager to learn new ways and chided Mr. Luck for his errors. In one
entry, Mr. Luck was unhappy because his hogs were not ready for
market when prices were high, and he envied Mr. Does Right for
having so many to sell. His son reminded him of the reason their
hogs were behind: "Ours got a poor start out there in the straw
stacks."^'
After a year of this instructional series, the editors changed the
format. They believed that the Luck family had learned so well by
example that the paper no longer needed to feature diary entries
from them. Instead, the Does Things family continued to produce
a diary, which the Shiftless family began to write letters to the editor
to support yet another approach to the land. The first letter from
Mr. Shiftless embodied all that the Dakota Farmer editors found
troubling about nonprogressive farmers. Mr. Shiftless began by announcing that he was the fount of all agricultural wisdom in his
neighborhood, but his brief personal history revealed problems:
"My father gave me a farm [in Massachusetts] but there couldn't
nobody make a living on it, it was so poor. I moved to Illinois in
1890... . [W]hile ali of my neighbors had good farms, mine wasn't
so good, so I came west then to Minnesota and got a piece of cheap
land. There wouldn't nothing but weeds grow on that farm 'cause
it hadn't been farmed good before I got it. . . . I sold . . . that place
and came out west here and homesteaded. . . . Now I am going to
show these western fellows how to do things, because I come from
the east." Mr. Shiftless went on to tell how he kept little stock
because he expected prices to go down, did not feed his calves
much nor milk his cows in winter, allowed his hens to roost in trees
where they had frozen to death, kept only one sow who had become
a chicken killer, did not maintain his tools because he had left them
outside where they had frozen to the ground, and grew no corn
because the yields were notas high as they were in Illinois. He said
37 Ibid., 1 Nov. 1911, p, 1120.
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that he was considering some corn for next year, however, because
his children would be old enough to stay home from school and
pick it for him. Mr. Shiftless planned to stick largely with wheat
because he could then avoid work in the winter, unlike his foolish
neighbors, who were busy on the farm all year round. He also refused to subscribe to the Dakota Farmer. "There can't nobody tell
me nothing about farming," he concluded.^"
The missives from the Shiftless family continued for the next several months, each full of excuses, mistakes, and general hubris. In
later years, the Farmer ran a similar instructional comparison written by Helen B. Russell of Golden Valley Gounty, North Dakota. This
one featured the McSticker and O'Shucks families. The message
was the same—hard work, proper attitude, open minds, and correct technique led to success and satisfaction. The series implied
that only poor farmers had complete failures on the farm. Most readers applauded the Dakota Farmer's emphasis on system, method,
and attitude. The "Dakota Farmer Diary" became one of the most
popular features of the paper at the time, and the readers voted
to continue it when editor Allen asked their opinion.^**
As part of their ongoing drive to modernize the farm, the Dakota
farmer editors also advocated the equality of individuals within the
family. They used the "Dakota Farmer Diary" as one means to convey the message. Mrs. Does Things, for example, told son Gharlie
to bring town friends home from church to visit. "This is a home
for the whole family," she reminded him.^"* The Does Things sent
two of their children to a short course at the agricultural college
3a Ibid., 15 Jan. 1912, p. 64d. See also the 15 Feb. 1912 issue, p. 192.
39. Ibid., 15 Jan. 1912, p. 66. For an example of the McSticker family story, see the
15 May 1929 issue, pp. 570-71. Occasionally, the Dakota Farmer's perennial optimism
and emphasis on personal responsibility could be frustrating. In a letter to the paper
in 1912, a Moody County farmer noted that he had tried to follow the Farmer's instructions on sowing seed corn but the weather conditions during the early growing season had nullified the advica He knew, he wrote, that the editors never accepted
the excuse that the season was to blame; it was always the farmers' poor technique
at fault. It "was no fault of the season," he thought the Farmer experts would say.
"Had we only conserved the moisture in the spring of 1911, although there was none
to conserve, or had we planted our grain fields on the north side of our corn fields,
and better still had we planted a grove of trees on the south side of our fields twenty years ago,.. . we would have raised a c r o p . . . . So don't tell me the season was
to blame." A. E. Chamberlain responded to the frustrated farmer with words of praise
for his abilities to think for himself and speak out on important issues. Chamberlain
reminded him, however, that the Dakota Farmer had to supply general advice for
a widely dispersed readership; farmers had to be responsible for its application according to the conditions in their localities. Ibid., 1 Oct. 1912, p. 842.
40. Ibid., 1 Nov. 1911, p. 1120.
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in Brookings, and the entire family sat down together and conferred
about the direction of the farm and the work at the start of each
year. Mrs. Does Things mentioned only once that her stove was worn
out; Mr. Does Things took her to town the next day to buy a new
one. Even the Luck family recognized the need for proper family
relationships. Mrs. Luck insisted that they borrow an extra fifty
dollars from the bank, since they had to borrow anyway, to buy new
clothes for the children to help halt their growing discouragement
with farm life. The children were thrilled and appreciative of their
parents'sacrifice and vowed to work hard to make the farm agoing
concern.'*^
Mr. Shiftless, on the other hand, described his wife as someone
"who don't count for much" and snorted at the thought that she
41. Ibid., 15 Nov. 1911, p. 1176,15 Jan, 1912, p. 64d. Editor Creeley always wrote sympathetically of the importance of women's role. In 1915, he commented that men
would change their ways if they had to do their wives' work for six months (1 Jan
1915, p. 1178).

This washing machine advertisement reflects the Dakota
Farmer philosophy that equality in the home was as important
to the modern farm as was progress in the fields.
THE

OAKÖTH

NEVER BEfORE '
like

THE MATTUi COMPANY, N I M M , 1«'
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demanded some credit for raising their seven children. His children
were a trial to him. He had to scold them and even "lick" them to
get them to work, but he was proud to say that he was "certainly
boss around here and no one questions it." The editor wrote back
to Mr. Shiftless on occasion, and this letter about the children
brought his ire. "You may be boss of the kids but are you master
of yourself?" the editor asked, concluding: "It does not take much
of a man to drive a child around, particularly when as you say, he
'licks' them occasionally. Any fool can do that. All cowards do
i t . . . . Our sympathies are with your children. They are not mules
to be driven but human beings to be consulted and reasoned with
and developed ."•'^
While modern techniques and egalitarian family relations helped
lay a strong foundation for an attractive farm life, the Dakota Farmer
editors recognized that these were not enough to combat the overwhelming attractiveness of the city. They had to create an argument
for the basic value of rural life. They did so with the concept of community. In the face of depersonalization and dreams imported from
distant places, they reminded their readers of the solid foundations
of rural life—family, friends, and community living in righteousness,
independence, and harmony.
The very nature of the Dakota Farmer, depending as it did on firstperson experiences, emphasized the concept of community. The
publication had a personal tone that other farm papers did not have.
Farmers wrote in with building or implement designs, offering them
to others who might wish to duplicate them to save money or time,
or they wrote to warn others of new diseases among their stock or
of dangerous feeds. Others wrote to share techniques on the eradication of weeds or successes with certain crops. Sometimes they
needed advice and asked other readers for help with a problem.
Because women were usually in charge of poultry production on
the farm, they also wrote frequently about problems and successes.
Farm women and occasionally farm men wrote in to advise readers
about such family matters as child-rearing and the division of labor
in the home. Any letter that presented a problem or appeared to
reveal a disheartened spirit prompted lengthy replies from subscribers eager to help someone else out of a rut."
Editor Greeley emphasized to subscribers that their contributions
really mattered. "When our experience can benefit others," he

42. Ibid., 15 Mar. 1912, p. 346.
43. Examples appear in most issues of the Dakota Farmer, especially after 1900.
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A strong concept ol community gave the Dakota Farmer fis warm.
personal tone. These barn-raisers near Mitchell appear to have
heeded the editor's advice to "help your neighbor succeed."

wrote, "we are public benefactors and state makers/'"'' in 191Ö, the
Home Department began a column called "Help One Another,"
which became an extremely popular forum for questions and
answers on a wide variety of household problems from cooking to
the eradication of bed bugs. The editorial page picked up the "Help
One Another" theme and incorporated it into editorial notes as the
guiding light of the Dakota Farmer and of community feeling. For
several years, editor Allen urged readers to "Get Acquainted with
your neighbor, you might like him" and often concluded his remarks
with "Be a good neighbor yourself."''^
The paper itself became the focus of community feeling. At a time
when other agricultural journals {and newspapers generally) became
44, Ibid., 1 Nov. 1906, p, 21.
45. Ibid,, 1 Feb. 1931, p. 145, explains the twenty-year effort to promote neighborliness,
and the slogan appeared frequently in the Farmer. The "Help One Another" column was suggested by a reader; it began on 15 Sept. 1918.
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standardized, impersonal, and detached from their audience, the
Farmer's personal, folksy styie, its invitations to readers to visit the
Dakota Farmer staff in Aberdeen, its open and unabashed interest
in the daily lives of Dakotans, all made it a force for unity and common endeavor. The editors and associate editors even received personal correspondence and answered it themselves. In 1918, Greeley,
then an associate editor with a column entitled "All Around the
Farm," featured a sample of his personal mail in his column. One
woman wrote about the landscape, another told of aiding a poor
neighbor at Christmas, and another provided a detailed description of her sixth child.'*^ Alfred Wenz, a popular field editor, quoted
a letter written to him by a woman who had moved to the deep
South with her husband and was homesick for Dakota and the
Dakota Farmer. Wenz printed his reply: "Even though you have gone
south, you are still in the Dakota Farmer Fmpire in spirit. . . . We
feel that we have an outlying section of the Dakota Farmer Empire
down your way."'*''
The warm personal tone encouraged readers to write in as if to
family members. Many correspondents saw fellow readers as neighbors and friends, although they never met. As one woman wrote
during an unexpected leisurely afternoon, "my thoughts went out
to my other neighbors—my Dakota Farmer neighbors—who, though
many miles away, are brought so close through its pages." On occasion a letter might note that it was almost midnight after a busy day,
yet the writer wanted to take time to share thoughts with the Dakota
Farmer family before retiring.-*^ Proud of this role as community
center, the Dakota Farmer worked hard to be of service to its readers
and asked its readers to serve each other with the same joy and
commitment. By working together, with the aid and the vision of
the Dakota farmer to guide them, farm families could create an appealing, harmonious world in sharp contrast to the ugly, impersonal
city."
46. Ibid., 15 Mar. 1918, p. 436. Evans and Salcedo, Communications
in
Agriculture,
pp. 34-35, and 5ally Foreman G r i f f i t h , Home Town News: William Allen White and
the Emporia Cazette (New York: O x f o r d University Press, 1989), pp. 211-39, explain
in detail the changes that remade local journalism in the first decades of the twentieth century.
47. Dakota Farmer, 1 Mar. 1918, p. 364.
4a. Ibid., 1 Sept. 1918, p. 1059.
49. The Dakota Farmer had a service department that answered agricultural and
h o m e m a k i n g questions by personal letter at no charge to paid-up subscribers. In
times of trouble, the paper did more. In 1917 and 1918 w h e n stock feed was scarce,
the Dakota Farmer acted as a clearinghouse to connect farmers w i t h extra teed to
those w i t h o u t feed, again for no charge. In 1914, the Dakota Farmer had a c o l u m n
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The clearest expression of the Dakota Farmer themes of community, modernization within a rural context, and boosterish promotion
of the Dakota spirit and character came in the "Everything I Want
is Here!" advertising series that began in November 1926 and ran
until 15 December 1931. Editor Allen explained the series as the fruition of the faith that the Da/íoía farmer personnel had always maintained. "We believe," he wrote, "that the . . . great Dakota Farmer
Empire offers everything any kind or class of folks can possibly
want."^" In another issue, he explained, "We want to build up in
the two Dakotas a great, big neighborly community—a community
where everybody knows everybody else to the extent of at least
knowing the other fellow's problems and his knowing yours."^' The
series was made up of one- and two-page advertisements demonstrating the interdependence of Dakota farms and businesses and
calling for cooperation and harmony among Dakota people generally. The first one described the Dakotas as a "vast empire in area
and in gold, yet a self-contained, self-sustaining, interdependent
community in thought and business."'^^
The advertisements that followed urged readers to get acquainted
with area merchants, to trade at home, and to join hands in empire
building. Gooperation was the watchword. "In fairness to your own
self—your own interests—you should do ail you can to build this
fine neighborhood. . . . It is community cooperation that will make
the Dakotas a better place in which to live."^^ In a 1927 installment,
the editors proclaimed: "Now is the time to sow seeds of good will.
Help your neighbor. . . . Boost the Dakotas and reap the great harvest of plenty that is sure to grow where there is whole-hearted community cooperation.^'*
The aim of the "Everything I Want is Here" campaign was to convince Dakotans that they had enough material comforts in Dakota
and that conditions, having improved greatly in a generation, would
continue to improve. In other words, the goal was "to sell ourselves
called the "Sunshine Corner" in which aid to the poor could be solicited. The editor
of the Home Department forwarded donations to the needy parties. Again in 1921,
when many farm families were suffering severely due to the depression in agriculture,
the Home Department editor invited families with extra clothing to send it to her
and she would forward it to needy families who requested aid. See issues of 1 |an
1910, 15 Dec, 1914, 1 Sept, 1 Nov. 1917, 1 Aug. 1918, and 1 |an. 1922
50. Ibid., 1 Oct. 1926, p. 868.
51. Ibid., 1 Jan. 1927, p. 20.
52. Ibid., 1 Nov. 1926, pp. 956-57
53. Ibid., 15 Feb. 1927, p. 169. The other themes are reflected in the issues of 1 Nov
1926, p. 993, 1 Dec. 1926, p. 1031, and 15 Jan. 1927, p. 55.
54. Ibid., 15 Aug. 1927, p. 699.
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to ourselves." One advertisement featured an elderly woman who
compared her life on the farm with her daughter's life. Hers had
been far more difficult^" 'Everything I want (was not) here' then,"
but, the promotion continued, "the desire to have, intelligent planning and willingness to work" could win the comforts that improved
farm life. "Know what you want—then go after i t ! . . . 'Everything I
Want is Here'—if I want it sufficiently!" The piece concluded with
a verbal drum roll: "Nowhere do the farms and farm homes average
better—Nowhere do you find better farmers . . . Nowhere such a
community spirit—Nowhere more contentment."^'^
The advent of the Great Depression changed the conditions under
which the "Everything I Want" campaign was waged. Because the
early years of the depression in the Dakotas did not bring the visible bread lines and occasional violence that occurred in urban areas
of the United States, the national economic disaster gave editor Allen
an opportunity for a fuller praise of the Dakota way of life. In January
1931, before severe drought destroyed the Dakota economy and
made day-to-day survival precarious, Allen wrote a paean to agriculture and the Dakota spirit. He reminded his readers: "All Dakotans, of whatever manner of livelihood, finally must stand or fall
together. . . . In Dakota, that has always been understood. With no
great cities to confuse vision, and with but one great common industry, every man here has known the soil as the first source of new
wealth. Earming and business together faced 'deflation' 10 years ago.
Together they have spent a decade reshaping their common fortunes
[The] Dakota situation today is comparatively better than
elsewhere." The page concluded, as all of the advertisements did,
with "Everything I Want is Here!" written in bold, clear type.''"^
As drought and depression became universal in 1931, it became
clear that "Everything I Want" was not in the Dakotas of the 1930s.
On one occasion, Allen reprinted a letter he had received from a
disgruntled reader that concluded "Everything I Want is Here—if
what I want is trouble! Bah!"" The series faded and died in
December 1931 with no public explanation or farewell. The ironies
had been too obvious for several months. By December 1934, thirtynine percent of the population of South Dakota was on relief; fifty
percent of South Dakota's farm population received aid in that same
month. South Dakota had a higher percentage of its population on
relief than any other state in the Union. North Dakota had the sec55. Ibid., 15 July 1928, p. 719.
56. Ibid., 15 )an. 1931, p. 66.
57. Ibid., 19 Mar. 1932, p. 141.
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ond highest percentage. Real estate values in South Dakota plummeted fifty-eight percent between 1920 and 1930; by 1934, seventyone percent of all South Dakota banks had failed. In North Dakota
in 1933, the annual per capita income was $145, less than half the
United States average. Over 121,000 people left North Dakota in the
1930s; the farm population was hardest hit by the loss, with over
seventeen percent of the agricultural population departing the state.
Only the New Deal relief programs and the Agricultural Adjustment
Administration allotment payments permitted many rural Dakotans
to hang on.'^**
Allen was not without ideas for a new promotional campaign,
however. Although not invested with the formal design that the
"Everything I Want" campaign had featured, the ideas and goals
that Allen promoted in his regular columns were nevertheless clear.
Allen worked vigorously to build courage and hope in troubled
times. He frequently harked back to the pioneer past and the history
of trials met and overcome by a hardy Dakota people. He reported
on the spirit that he saw around him. When earlier Dakotans had
faced drought, he wrote, they said, "So be i t , . . . we will get along
as best we c a n ; . . . we may have to dig in as did those who came
before us into this new country; we may have to endure severe
hardships—but we will carry on."^^ According to Allen, his readers
met the future with confidence and optimism. "It's going to rain!"
said a farmer to Allen. "What makes you think so?" Allen asked.
"Because it always has," the reader replied.•*" When a shower did
fall, Allen recorded the happiness he saw around him. "What a
resilient lot we Dakotans are!" he wrote. " 'Hope springs eternal
in the human breast'—and nowhere more so than in Dakota.""*'
Allen also suggested practical ways for Dakotans to survive hard
times. His five-step program involved hard work and proper attitude.
First, he recommended that farmers "dig in." "I don't have to tell
you what that means," he wrote; "old timers here who ground wheat
in a coffee mill and burned buffalo chips . . . knew what it was to
'dig in' and by so doing they dug out again." His second point was
equally succinct. "Make your head save your back," he wrote; "these
times require hard work—but it should be intelligent work." Third,
he advocated putting the farm into the best possible shape for crop
58. Schell, History of South Dakota, pp. 281-93; Robinson, H/sioryo/'Noff/j Dakota,
pp. 400-401.
59. Dakota Farmer, 23 )une 1934, cover.
60. Ibid., 26 May 1934, p. 244.
61. Ibid., 12 May 1934, p. 220.
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raising. "Next year may be THE year. . . . [T]he old principle of making two blades of grass grow where one grew before will help the
individual farmer just as it always has." Fourth, Allen suggested that
farmers get together—cooperate—to improve their economic situation and place in American life. "I know that from past experience
this seems almost impossible," he wrote, but it was necessary for
agricultural success. Finally, Allen told his readers not to become
discouraged; while agriculture was suffering, it could be
^

During the 1930s, editor Allen urged his readers to "dig in" and
prepare for the future, as these members of a farm family
in eastern South Dakota were doing in 193Í7.

Initially willing to give Franklin D. Roosevelt and his New Deal an
opportunity to succeed, Allen ultimately rejected the planned
economy and government management of agriculture that the New
Deal aid programs represented. To him, the power of the optimistic,
hardworking individual could overcome any difficulty, no matter
how daunting. The problems of the 1930s were certainly daunting,
62. Ibid., 2 Sept. 1933, p. 236.
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but Allen was too much a product of his time and place, too much
imbued with the glorious, even mythical struggle of Dakotans to
conquer the land, to change his ideological stance.
In 1931, the Dakota farmer celebrated its fiftieth anniversary. At
the time, editor Allen commented that while he had always heard
that "the first hundred years are the hardest," he was most interested
in "the comparative hardships of the first 50 years and the second
50." He went on to describe his faith. "While conditions are not so
good just now, I firmly believe that the Dakotas are on the threshold
of substantial and permanent progress; that our farming population will grow in numbers and prosperity, that those who are to follow the pioneers will reap richly from the efforts of those who have
gone before."^^ Circumstances during the remaining years of his
life, of course, belied that vision. Yet, until his death in 1939, Allen's
faith never faltered. At Christmas time during the 1930s, he frequently urged his struggling readers to leave a light in their window on
Christmas Eve. "It will hearten you to know," he wrote, "that it may
bring hope to some weary wayfarer."'^** At a later Christmas season
he wrote, "A light in the window. . . . Few so poor, that a light of
some kind cannot be provided to send out rays of hope to all who
may see it—the hope of better, brighter days."''^ For many in the
Dakotas, the Dakota Farmer was the figurative light in the window,
providing inspiration, education, and community in good times and
bad.
63. Ibid., 1 )an. 1931, p. 17.
64. Ibid., 15 Dec. 1930, p. 1077.
65. Ibid., 22 Dec. 1934, p, 516. That the Dakota Farmer staff saw themselves as a
light to guide the community is indicated by an advertisement in the "Everything
I Want is Here" series that included a full page of excerpts from readers' letters thanking them for services, advice, and courage. The title of the installment was "A lamp
unto my feet and a light unto my path" (Feb. 1931, p. 125).
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